RECOGNITION

VSE Finds Valuable Answers in Minutes with Evolven [VIDEO]
“Thanks to Evolven, what took weeks now takes hours or less.”

IT Market Clock for IT Operations Management, 2013
“ITOA tools will provide CIOs and senior IT operations managers with a source of operational and business data. Its importance will increase dramatically during the next five years, as more and more business processes become essentially digitized.”
Will Cappelli, Colin Fletcher, and Jonah Kowall
Gartner principal analysts

Hype Cycle report on IT Operations Management
“With a limited budget, access to IT operations analytics can facilitate making decisions quickly in a dynamic environment, thereby enabling more effective planning and better use of virtualization by leveraging cloud management platforms and DevOps.”
Will Cappelli, Colin Fletcher, and Jonah Kowall
Gartner principal analysts

MAKE CHANGE WORK. How to Leverage IT Analytics to Make Change and Configuration Management Work Successfully
“You can use Configuration Analytics to really get big improvements in your Change Management. You can resolve incidents faster then when they happen with the reactive side, and you can prevent changes from causing incidents in the first place because you can reduce the errors.”
Glenn O’Donnell, Principal Analyst

Winner of Red Herring Top 100 North America
“Evolven embodies the vision, drive and innovation that define a successful entrepreneurial venture.”

Cool Vendor in IT Operations Management, 2013
Evolven is the only vendor to marry IT operations analytics to configuration and change management to identify problem root causes and future system behavior trends.

VSE Finds Valuable Answers in Minutes with Evolven
“Thanks to Evolven, what took weeks now takes hours or less.”
David Chivers
VP, CIO
VSE Corporation
SWOT Assessment Evolven: Helping IT operations address change and configuration management challenges
“Evolven applies analytics to transform change and configuration management.”
Roy Illsley, Vice President

Ovum brief: Change and Configuration Management in the Cloud
“Evolven differentiates by not just providing data, but by providing deep insight and understanding into the infrastructure and application layers and what may be affecting them.”
Roy Illsley, Principal Analyst
http://www.bsmdigest.com/shifting-to-analytics-driven-management-for-it-operations

Evolven Introduces SaaS Capabilities for the Industry’s Most Adaptive Change Management Analytics
“Evolven's approach to solving this problem by centralizing data across multiple customers and using analytics to help guide users on "what matters" is truly innovative.”
Dennis Drogseth, Vice President and Charlie Betz, Research Director

I&O Execs: It’s Time to Rediscover BSM
“...effective products that provide immediate results...Evolven Software for a change control solution that discovers all changes in real time.”
Jean-Pierre Garbani, VP, Principal Analyst
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